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conversations in which he instructed his wife in her proper activities. the dialogue provides both an account of
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HOW A WOMAN CAN BE MORE LIKE A MAN: 
THE DIALOGUE BETWEEN ISCHOMACHUS AND 
HIS WIFE IN XENOPHON'S OECONOMICUS 
Sheila Murnaghan 
The dialogue between the model Athenian landowner Ischomachus 
and his wife recounted in Xenophon's Oeconomicus appears to offer a 
rare glimpse of the inner workings of an -ordinary Athenian household 
and a rare portrait of an ordinary Athenian wife. Through Ischoma­
chus's report to Socrates of a series of conversations in which he 
instructed his wife in her proper activities. the dialogue provides both an 
account of the occupations of an Athenian wife and observations on her 
role in the household by both herself and her husband. 
This unusual degree of attention by a classical Greek author to a 
woman and to the domestic realm that she inhabits is further 
accompanied by exceptionally extensive and heightened praise of women 
and their role in the domestic economy. While the roles of hush.ind and 
wife in the household are portrayed as markedly separate-with the 
husband occupying himself with outside tasks and the wife occupying 
herself with inside tasks in accord with a divinely ordained division of 
capacities (Oec. 7.22)-they are also portrayed as emphatically equal. 
The complementary functions of husband and wife are seen as making _;_. 
them mutually dependent, equally responsible for the prosperity of the 
household, and each capable of outshining the other in the performance 
of their respective tasks (Oec. 7.27). 
The rareness of this portrait may make it unusually precious as a 
source; howeVer, it also imposes the interpretive chal1enge of identifying 
the inspiration for an expression of interest in and esteem for the part 
played by women in Athenian society that normally did not find its way 
into our literary sources. Some scholars have referred that question to 
Xenophon's biography, speculating that this is a veiled portrait of his 
highly prized relations with his own .)Vife Philesia.1,. .-But even if one 
assumes-as one surely should not-that Xenophon must have had 
personal experience of a successful marriage in order to depict that of 
lschomachus, this still does not account for his chooSing to ceJcbrate 
maTriage in a literary form as virtually no other author of his culture r 
did.' 
Whatever· its now irrecoverable roots in his own experience, 
Xenophon's unusually attentive treatment of Ischomachus's wife must be 
understocxl in its larger context as part of a philosophical dialogue on 
the subject of oikonomia, or household management. In other words, 
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